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Uniform decay estimates for the wave equation 
in an exterior domain 

Hideo Kubo 

Abstract. 

The aim of this article is to establish a uniform pointwise decay 
estimate for the solution of the mixed problem for the linear wave 
equation in three space dimensions. We prove such an estimate by 
using the "cut-off method" as in the work of Shibata and Tsutsumi 
[23]. As an application, we treat the mixed problem for quadratically 
quasilinear wave equations exterior to a non-trapping obstacle. 

§1. Introduction 

Let 0 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary in R n with 
n 2: 3 and put 0 := Rn \ 0. We consider the mixed problem: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(a(- Ll)u = J, 
u(t, x) = 0, 

u(O, x) = uo(x), 

(t,x) E (O,T) x 0, 

(t,x) E (O,T) x an, 
(atu)(O,x) = u1(x), X En, 

where Ll = 2:.?=1 aJ and at = ao = a;at, aj = a;axj (j = 1, ... 'n). 
The aim of this article is to establish a uniform pointwise decay estimate 
for the solution of the above problem. Following Shibata and Tsutsumi 
[23], we shall use the so-called "cut-off method" based on the local en
ergy decay estimate. In order to guarantee the local energy decay, we 
need to restrict the shape of the obstacle 0. Specifically, we assume that 
the obstacle is non-trapping. Once we obtain a pointwise decay esti
mate of type (2.8) below, then we are able to handle the mixed problem 
for quadratically nonlinear wave equations in three space dimensions. 
In fact, (2.8) gives us the standard O(C1 ) decay with an additional 
O(lxl- 1 ) decay or O((t -lxl)- 1 ) decay according to the region. 
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In [23] LP-Lq time decay estimates for the mixed problem (1.1)-(1.3) 
was derived from that for the Cauchy problem via the cut-off method 
developed by Shibata [22]. Moreover, global solvability in time of the 
following nonlinear problem for small initial data was studied in [23]: 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(a(- ~)u = F(au, "Vxau), 

u(t, x) = 0, 

u(O, x) = cf(x), atu(O, x) = cg(x), 

(t,x) E (O,oo) X f!, 

(t,x) E (O,oo) X an, 
X E f!, 

where € > 0, J, g E CQ'(ft), a= (at, "V x), "V X= (a1, 0 0 0 'an) and 

F(au, "V xau) = Q(au, "V xau) + O(laul 3 +IV xaul 3 ) 

near (au, "V xau) = 0. Here Q(au, "V xau) is the quadratic part, that is, 

Q(au, "V xau) 
n n 

= L Aa,b,c(aau)(abacu) + L Ba,b(aau)(abu) 
a,b,c=O a,b=O 

with real constants Aa,b,c and Ba,b satisfying Aa,o,o = 0 and Aa,b,c = 
Aa,c,b for all a, b and c. It was shown in [23] that the problem admits 
a unique global small amplitude solution, provided either n :::0: 6 or the 
quadratic part vanishes. Since the dispersive property becomes weaker 
in the lower space dimensions, it seems difficult to handle the problem by 
LP-Lq time decay estimates when 3:::; n:::; 5 and the quadratic part does 
not vanish. In spite of the fact, there are already many contributions 
to that case (see e.g. [3, 4], [5], [12, 13, 14], [19], [20], [21] and the 
references cited therein). Here we focus on the work of Keel, Smith 
and Sogge [13, 14] in which an almost global existence theorem for the 
problem (1.4)-(1.6) with n = 3 was shown, provided either the constants 
Aa,b,c = 0 for all a, b and c, or the obstacle is star-shaped. Here "almost 
global existence theorem" means that the lifespan T"' of the solution 
satisfies T"' :::0: exp(C/c) for some positive constant C. 

However, it is not clear from their proof of the almost global exis
tence theorem if the leading part of the solution is localized near the 
light cone t = lxl, because their proof relies on the weighted space-time 
£ 2 estimate. On the one hand, it is well-known that the solution of the 
corresponding Cauchy problem does concentrate close to the light cone 
in the sense that there is a positive constant C such that 

(1.7) 1au(t, x)l :::; C(l + lxl)- 1 (1 +It- lxll)-" 
for (t, x) E [0, T"') x R 3 and suitably chosen li > 0. We remark that such 
estimates with hyperbolic weight as ( 1. 7) play an important role in the 
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Cauchy problem, since it compensates the deficiency of the dispersive 
property. This idea goes back to the pioneering work of John [7]. There
fore, it seems to be worth while posing the question whether a similar 
estimate for the solution of the mixed problem can be established or not. 

In the Cauchy problem we can make use of the invariance of the 
wave operator a; - ~ under the translations, spatial rotations, scaling 
and Lorentz boosts. In fact, by introducing the vector fields Z associated 
with the invariance, that is, 

z = {at, V' x, xiaj - xjai, tat + x. V' x, taj + xjat}, 

the generalized energy approach was developed by Klainerman [15, 16] 
in combination with Klainerman's inequality: 

(1.8) lv(t, x)l(1 + t + lxl)(n-l)/2(1 +It -lxll) 112 

:::; C L IIZ<>v(t) :L2(Rn)ll 
I<>I:S[n/2]+1 

for (t,x) E [O,oo) x Rn. This estimate holds for any function v(t,x) as 
long as its right-hand side is finite. 

On the contrary, if we pose the Dirichlet boundary condition (1.5), 
then it seems difficult to use the Lorentz boost fields Lj = toj + XjOt 
(j = 1, · · · , n), because they have normal components to the boundary 
of size t. Consequently, it would not be possible to have an analogue to 
(1.8) for the mixed problem. We notice that similar difficulty appears 
when we consider the system of wave equations with multiple speeds. 
In that case one can overcome the difficulty by establishing uniform 
pointwise decay estimates like (1.7) for solutions to the linear problem 
(see e.g. [17, 1, 6, 18, 24, 9, 11]). Therefore, one possibility to study 
the mixed problem in the case of quadratic nonlinearity is to derive the 
corresponding estimate for the linear problem (1.1)-(1.3). This approach 
is rather similar to that of [23]. The only difference is the fact that our 
estimate (2.8) below involves the hyperbolic weight as in (1.7) at the 
cost of the use of spatial rotation fields in addition to translation fields. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we state 
our main results concerning uniform pointwise decay estimates. In the 
section 3 we give some preliminaries needed for the proof of the main 
results. The section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Making use of the estimates (2.7) and (2.8), we shall give an alternative 
proof of the almost global existence theorem given by [13, 14] in the 
section 5. 

We conclude this section by introducing the notion of the compati
bility condition. 
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Definition 1.1. Let m be a non-negative integer and let 

(1.9) uo E Hm(D), u1 E Hm- 1(D), 

f(t) E n;=~1 C1 ([0, T) :Hm-l-1(fl)). 

For 2 :::; j :::; m - 1 we put 

uj(x) := ~Uj-2(x) + (ar 2 f)(O,x) a.e. X E fl. 

We say that uo, u1 and f satisfy the compatibility condition of order 
(m- 1) for the d'Alembertian equation inn, if 

Uj = 0 on an 
holds for all j with 0 :::; j :::; m - 1. In addition, when uo, u1 and f 
satisfy the compatibility condition of order ( m - 1) for all m, then we 
say that u0 , u 1 and f satisfy the compatibility condition to infinite order 
for the d'Alembertian equation inn. 

§2. Main results 

In order to state our results, we first prepare several notation. Let 
us put u0 := (u0 ,u1) and we denote by K[uo](t,x) the solution of the 
mixed problem (1.1)-(1.3) with f = 0. Similarly, we denote by L[f](t, x) 
the solution of the problem with u0 = 0. 

Next we introduce vector fields: 

ao =at, aj (j = 1, 2, 3), flij = Xiaj- Xjai (1:::; i < j:::; 3) 

and denote them by r 1 (j = 0, 1, · · · , 6). Notice that 

6 

[ri, r 1J = L: c~j rk (i,j = o, 1, ... , 6), 
k=O 

where c~1 is a suitable constant and [A, B] := AB-BA. In addition, 
we have 

(2.1) 

Denoting f"' = r~o rr' ... r~6 with a multi-index a = ( ao) al' ... ' CX6)' 
we set 

lv(t,x)lm = L lf"'v(t,x)l 
I<>I:S:m 
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for a smooth function v( t, x) and a non-negative integer m. 
Next for v, K E R we define weight functions as follows: 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and 

~ -1 · (t + lxl) { 
(t + lxl)" 

<I>v(t, x) = log ( 2 + (t _ lxl)) 

(t- lxl)" 

<I>~<(t) = { ~og(2 + t) if /'i, = 1, 
if /'i, i- 1 

if (t, lxl) E A, 

if 1/ < 0, 

if 1/ = 0, 

if 1/ > 0, 

(2.4) W(t,x) = { ~~) lxl) 
if (t, lxl) E [0, oo)2 \A, 

where A:= {(t,r) E [O,oo) 2 lr/2:::; t:::; 2r} and (y) = J1+lyl 2 for 
y ERn. 

Now we are in a position to state our main results concerning the 
uniform pointwise decay estimates. Theorem 2.1 is the result for the ho
mogeneous wave equation, while Theorem 2.2 is for the inhomogeneous 
wave equation. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that 0 is a non-trapping obstacle. Let 
i10 E ( C0 (fi) )2 satisfy the compatibility condition to infinite order for 
the d 'Alembertian equation in n and let k be a non-negative integer. 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 

(2.5) IK[ilo](t,x)lk:::; C(t + lxl)- 1(t -lxl)-1 

for all (t,x) E [O,oo) X !1. 

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that 0 is a non-trapping obstacle. Let 
f E c=([O, T) x !1) satisfy the compatibility condition to infinite order 
for the d'Alembertian equation inn. For v, K 2: 0 and a non-negative 
integer k, we put 

(2.6) llf(t) :Nk(v, K)ll 
sup lxl(s + lxl)" W(s, x)~< lf(s,x)lk· 

(s,x)E[O,t]xn 

( i) If 0 < v :::; 2 and K 2: 1, then there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 

(2.7) (t + lxl)~v-1(t, x)IL[f](t,x)lk 

:::; C(<I>~<(t) llf(t):Nk+3(v,K)II + llf(O):Nk+2(v,K)II) 

for all (t, x) E [0, T) x !1. 
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( ii) If 1 ::; v ::; 2 and li ~ 1, then there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 

(2.8) (x)(t -lxi)PI8t,xL[f](t,x)ik 

::; C(<I>p(t) llf(t) :Nk+4(v, !i)ll + llf(O) :Nk+3(v + 1, !i)ll) 

for all (t, x) E [0, T) x fl. Here we put p = min(v, !i). 

Remark 2.3. It is well~known that similar estimates to the above 
hold for the solution to the Cauchy problem: 

(2.9) (8'f- ~)v = g, (t,x) E (O,T) x R 3 , 

(2.10) v(O,x) = vo(x), (8tv)(O,x) = v1(x), x E R 3 . 

We shall give concrete statements in Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and Corol
lary 3. 5 below, since our main results are deduced from these estimates 
in combination with the local energy decay estimate. 

§3. Preliminaries 

For a ~ 1, let 'lj;a be a smooth radially symmetric function on R 3 

satisfying 

'lj;a(x) = 0 (lxl ::; a), 'lj;a(x) = 1 (lxl ~a+ 1). 

We set 
rlr = fl n Br(O), 

where Br(x) stands for an open ball with radius r centered at x E R 3 . 

Besides, putting ilo := (vo, vl), we denote by Ko[il0](t, x) and L 0 [g](t, x) 
the solution of the Cauchy problem (2.9)~(2.10) with g ::::::: 0 and v0 ::::::: 0, 
respectively. 

First we derive identities (3.1) and (3.2) below. 

Lemma 3.1. Let a > 0 and let 0 be 0 C Ba(O). Suppose that 
ilo E (C00 (rl)) 2 and f E C00 ([0, T) x fl) satisfy 

suppuj c fla (j = 0, 1), suppf(t, ·) c nt+a (t ~ 0) 

and the compatibility condition to infinite order for the d 'Alembertian 
equation in fl. Then we have 

4 

(3.1) K[ilo](t,x) = 'lj;l(x)Ko['lj;2ilo](t,x) + LKdilo](t,x), 
i=l 

4 

(3.2) L[f](t,x) = 'lj;l(x)Lo['lj;2f](t,x) + LLdf](t,x) 
i=l 
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for all (t, x) E [0, T) x n. Here we set 

(3.3) K1[uo](t, x) = (1 -1jJ2(x))L[ [1/Jb -~]Ko[1/J2uo]](t, x), 

(3.4) K2[iio](t, x) = -Lo[ [1/J2, -~]L[ [1/J1, -~]Ko[1/J2uo]]](t, x), 

(3.5) K3[uo](t,x) = (1-1/J3(x))K[(1-1/J2)u0](t,x), 

(3.6) K4[uo](t, x) = -Lo[ [1jJ3, -~]K[(1 -1/J2)uo]](t, x) 

and 

(3.7) L1[J](t, x) = (1 -1jJ2(x))L[ [1/Jl, -~]Lo[1/J2/]](t, x), 

(3.8) L2[J](t, x) = -Lo[ [1/J2, -~]L[ [1/Jl, -~]Lo[1/J2!]]](t, x), 

(3.9) L3[/](t,x) = (1-1/J3(x))L[(1-1/J2)/](t,x), 

(3.10) L4[j](t, x) = -Lo[ [1jJ3, -~]L[(1 -1/J2)!]](t, x). 

Proof. We give a proof of (3.1) only, since (3.2) can be shown similarly. 
First we show 

(3.11) K1[iio] + K2[uo] = L[ [1/Jl, -~]Ko[1/J2uo]] in (0, T) x 0, 

(3.12) K3[uo] + K4[uo] = K[(1 -1/J2)uo] in (0, T) x n. 

Observe that [1/J2, -~] = [1/J2, o"f- ~]. Therefore, it is easy to see from 
(3.3) and (3.4) that (3.11) follows from 

(3.13) 1/J2 L[ [1/J1, -~]Ko[1/J2uo]] 
= Lo[(&[- ~)(1/J2 L[ [1/Jl, -~]Ko[1/J2uo]])] 

in (0, T) x R 3 . In order to verify this identity, it suffices to observe 
that the left-hand side satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation in the 
whole space and the zero initial data. Besides, (3.12) can be deduced 
from the following identity which is shown similarly to (3.13): 

1/J3 K[(1 -1/J2)uo] = Lo[(&[- ~)(1/J3 K[(1 -1/J2)uo])] 

in (0, T) x R 3 . 

Now, (3.1) follows from (3.11) and (3.12), once we check 

(3.14) 1/J1 Ko[1/J2iiol + L[ [1/J1, -~]Ko[1/J2uo]] = K[1/J2iio] 

in (0, T) X n. Since the left-hand side satisfies the homogeneous wave 
equation in (0, T) x n together with the boundary condition (1.2) and 
it has the initial data 1jJ2u0 , we find from the uniqueness of the classical 
solution that (3.14) holds good. Thus we have shown (3.1). Q.E.D. 

Observe that the first terms on the right-hands side of (3.1), (3.2) 
can be evaluated by applying the known estimates for the whole space 
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case. While, in KJ['u0 ] and L1[f] (j = 1, · · · ,4), we always have some 
localized factor in front of the operators K, L and behind of them as 
well. Therefore the local energy decay estimate works well in estimat
ing K 1[u0 ] and L1[f]. The following type of local energy decay was 
established by [23, Lemmas 4.3 and Ap. 4]. 

Lemma 3.2. Let d > 0 and let 0 be a non-trapping obstacle such 
that 0 C Bd(O). Suppose that u0 and f satisfy (1.9), the compatibility 
condition of order (m- 1) for the d'Alembertian equation inn, and 

suppuj C Da (j = 0, 1), suppf(t, ·) C Da (t 2: 0). 

If 0 < 1 ::; 2, a, b > d and m 2: 2, then there exists a positive 
constant C = C('"Y, a, b, m, D) such that the solution u(t) of the problem 
(1.1)-(1.3) satisfies 

(3.15)L IIB~xu(t,·):L2 (Db)ll::; C(1 +t)-"~(lluo:Hm(n) x Hm- 1(D)II 
I<>I:Sm 

+ sup (1 + s)'Y L IIB~xf(s, ·):L2 (D)11) 
O:Ss:St I<>I:Sm-1 

fortE [0, T). 

On the one hand, we also need to prepare the known estimates for 
the Cauchy problem. The first one is the decay estimate for solutions of 
the homogeneous wave equation due to Asakura [2, Proposition 1.1]. 

Lemma 3.3. Let ~v(t, x) be the function defined by (2.2). Then 
for v0 E (C0 (R3)) 2 and v > 0, there is a positive constant C = C(v) 
such that 

(3.16) (t + lxl)~v-dt, x)IKo[vo](t, x)l 

::; c( L III·I(Y8"vo:L00 (R3 )11 + III·I(Yvl:L=(R3 )11) 
1<>19 

for (t,x) E [O,T) x R 3 . 

The second one is the decay estimates for solutions of the inho
mogeneous wave equation due to Yokoyama [24, Proposition 3.1]. We 
define 

(3.17) llg(t) :Mk(v, r;:)ll 

sup lxl(s + lxl)v W(s, x)" lg(s, x)lk 
(s,x)E[O,t)xR3 
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with W(t, x) defined by (2.4), and 

(3.18) llg(t) :Mk(v, "';c) II 

sup lxl(s + lxl)v(cs -lxl)"' lg(s,x)lk, 
(s,x)E[O,t]xR3 

where v, "'' c 2: 0 and k is a non-negative integer. 

Lemma 3.4. Let 1>"'(t) be the function defined by (2.3). 
( i) If c 2: 0, v > 0 and "' 2: 1, then there exists a positive constant 
C = C(c, v, "') such that 

(3.19) (t + lxl)~v-l(t,x)ILo[g](t,x)lk 
:S C(1>"'(t) llg(t):Mk(v,"';c)ll + llg(O):Mk-l(v,O;c)ll) 

for (t,x) E [O,T) x R 3 . Here the second term on the right-hand side 
vanishes when k = 0. 
( ii) Let c = 1. If v,"' 2: 1, then we have 

(x)(t- lxi)PI8t,xLo[g](t, x)lk 

:S C(1>p(t) llg(t) :Mk+l(v, "'; 1)11 + llg(O) :Mk(v + 1, 0; 1)11) 

for (t,x) E [O,T) x R 3 . Here p = min(v,"') and the second term on the 
right-hand side vanishes when k = 0. 
(iii) Let c -=J 1. If v > 0, "' 2: 1, then we have 

(3.20) (x)(t- lxl)vl8t,xLo[g](t, x)lk 

:S C(1>"'(t) llg(t):Mk+l(v,"';c)ll + llg(O):Mk(v + 1,0;c)ll) 

for (t,x) E [O,T) x R 3 . Here the second term on the right-hand side 
vanishes when k = 0. 

The following decay estimates for solutions of the inhomogeneous 
wave equation are deduced from Lemma 3.4. They are useful in the 
application for the nonlinear problem. 

Corollary 3.5. (i) If v > 0, "'2: 1, then we have 

(3.21) (t + lxl)~v-l(t,x)ILo[g](t,x)lk 
:<:: C(1>"'(t) llg(t): Mk(v, "')II+ llg(O): Mk-l(v, O)ll) 

for (t, x) E [0, T) x R 3 . Here the second term on the right-hand side 
vanishes when k = 0. 
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( ii) If v, K ;::::: 1, then we have 

(3.22) (x)(t -lxi)PI8t,xLo[g](t, x)lk 

::; C( <I> p(t) llg(t): Mk+l (v, K) II + llg(O): Mk(v + 1, 0) II) 

for (t,x) E [O,T) x R3 . Here we put p = min(v,K) and the second term 
on the right-hand side vanishes when k = 0. 

Proof. We prove (3.21) only. As for (3.22), we refer to [24] (see also [11]). 
It follows from (2.1) that 

r<> Lo[g] = Lo[f<>g] + Ko[(¢,, 1/J,)], 

where we put 

From the equation (1.1) we get 

¢,(x) = L C11 (rl1g)(O,x), 1/J,(x) = L C~(f11g)(O,x) 
1111::01<>1-2 I.BI::OI<>I-1 

with suitable constants C,a, C~. Therefore, it is enough to show 

(3.23) (t + lxl)il>v-l(t,x)ILo[f<>g](t,x)l 

::; C<l>~~:(t) llg(t): Mk(v, K)ll 

for (t, x) E [0, T) x R3 , because of (3.16). 
Recalling (3.17) and using the fact that 

Lo[w + w*] ::; Lo[w] + Lo[w*] 

for any non-negative functions wand w*, we see from (3.19) with c = 1 
and c = 0 that (3.23) follows, hence (3.21) is valid. Q.E.D. 

Finally, we introduce the following Sobolev type inequality. 

Lemma 3.6. Let v E CJ(D). Then we have 

Proof. It is well-known that for w E CJ(R3 ) we have 
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(for the proof, see e.g. [15]). Now, if we rewrite v as v = 1/!1 v + (1 -1j!1 )v, 
then we see that the left-hand side on (3.24) is evaluated by 

:::; C L llf"v:L2 (S1)11 + C L 118:~v:L2 (S1)II, 
1<>19 1<>19 

hence we obtain (3.24). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

§4. Proof of the decay estimates 

In this section we shall carry out the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, observe that for v0 E (C0 (R3 )) 2 we have 

(4.1) L lf13 Ko[iYo](t,x)l:::; C(t + lxl)- 1(t -lxl)- 1 

I/3I:'O:m 

for (t, x) E [0, T) x R 3 . In fact, when m = 0, we get this estimate from 
(3.16) with v = 2. Besides, we see from (2.1) that the general case 
m 2: 1 can be reduced to the case m = 0. Therefore, the first term on 
the right-hand side of (3.1) has the desired bound. 

Next we consider K 1[uo]. For this end, we first show 

(4.2) L II813 L[[1/!1,-~]Ko[1/J211o]](t):L2 (S14 )11:::; C(t)-2 

I/3I:'O:m 

fortE (O,T), where o = (ot, 'Vx)· It is easy to check that 

[1/!a, -~]u(t, x) = u(t, x)~1/!a(x) + 2\7 xu(t, x) · 'V x1f!a(x) 

for (t, x) E (0, T) x R 3 , and 

fortE (0, T). Now, using (3.15) as u0 = 0, 1 = 2, the left-hand side of 
( 4.2) is evaluated by 

C(t)- 2 sup (1 + s) 2 

o::;s::;t 
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By (4.1) the last quantity is bounded by C(t)-2, hence (4.2) is valid. 
We turn to the estimation of Ki[u0 ]. Since supp(1- 'l/J2) C 03, we 

see from (3.3) that 

IKi[uo](t,x)lk ~ C L (1- 'lj;3(x))l8" L[ ['lj;1, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](t,x)l. 
lal::;k 

By the Sobolev inequality and ( 4.2) we get 

IK1[ilo](t, x)lk ~ C L 118" L[ ['l/J1, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](t) :£2(04)11 
lal::;k+2 

~ C(t)-2 . 

Noting that suppKl[uo](t, ·) c 0 3 again, we see that K1[uo] has the 
desired bound. 

Next we evaluate K 2[u0 ]. Using (3.19) as c = 0, v = 2 and "' > 1, 
we have from (3.4) 

(t + lxl)(t -lxi)IK2[uo](t,x)lk 

~ Cll ['lj;2, -~]L[ ['lj;1, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](t): Mk(2, "'; 0)11 

+CII ['lj;2, -~]L[ ['l/JI, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](O) :Mk-1(2, 0; 0)11· 

Recalling (3.18), the first term is estimated by 

C sup (s) 2l['l/J2, -~]L[ ['lj;1, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](s,x)lk 
(s,x)E[O,t)xR3 

~ C sup (s) 2 L 11813 L[ ['l/J1, -~]Ko['l/J2uo]](s) :£2(04)11, 
sE [O,t) l/31 ::;k+3 

which is bounded due to (4.2). Besides, we can evaluate the second term 
in a similar fashion. Hence we see that K 2[u0] has the desired bound. 

Next we consider K 3[u0]. Using (3.15) as f(t) = 0, 'Y = 2, we get 

(4.3) L II813K[(1- 'l/J2)uo](t):L2(04)11 ~ C(t)-2 

l/31::;m 

for t E [0, T). Therefore, recalling (3.5) and proceeding as in the esti
mation of K1[uo], we find that K3[u0] has the desired bound. 

Finally, we evaluate K4[uo]. Using (3.19) as c = 0, v = 2 and"'> 1, 
we have 

(t + lxl)(t -lxi)IK4[uo](t, x)lk 

~ Cll ['l/J3, -~]K[(1 - 'l/J2)ilo])](t): Mk(2, "'; o) II 

+CII ['lj;3, -~]K[(1- 'l/J2)ilo])](O) :Mk_i(2, 0; 0)11· 
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Therefore, recalling (3.6) and proceeding as in the estimation of K 2[u0 ], 

we can conclude from (4.3) that K 4 [U0] has the desired bound, as well. 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
0 E 0 by the translation. First we prove (2.7). It is easy to see from 
(3.21) that the first term on the right-hand side of (3.2) has the desired 
bound, if we observe that supp(1/!2f)(t, ·) c fl. 

Next we consider L1[f]. First we deduce 

(4.4) (t)v L 11813 L[ [1};1, -~]Lo[1/J2f]](t) :L2(rl3)11 
I;31:Sm 

~ G(<I>"(t) llf(t) :Nm(v, K:)ll + llf(O): Nm-1(v, 0)11) 

fortE [O,T). Using (3.15) as uo = 0,1 = v, the left-hand side of (4.4) 
is evaluated by 

G sup (1+st 
O:Ss:St 

Noting the fact that <I?v-1(s,x) is equivalent to (s)l/- 1 when X E n2, we 
see from (3.21) and (2.6) that ( 4.4) holds. 

Since suppL1[f](t, ·) c rl3 , by the Sobolev inequality we get from 
(3.7) and (4.4) 

(4.5) (tnL![f](t, x)lk 

~ G(<I>"(t) llf(t) :Nk+2(v, K:)ll + llf(O) :Nk+1(v, 0)11). 

Thus we find that £ 1 [f] has the desired bound. 
Next we evaluate L2[f]. Using (3.19) as c = 0, 0 < v ~ 2 and K: > 1, 

we have from (3.8) 

(t + lxi)<T?v-1(t,x)IL2[f](t,x)lk 

~Gil [1};2, -~]L[ [1};1, -~]Lo[1/J2f]](t): Mk(v, K:; 0)11 

+Gil [1J;2, -~]L[ [1};1, -~]Lo[1/J2flJ (0): Mk-1 (v, 0; 0)11· 
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Recalling (3.18), we see that the first term is estimated by 

C sup (s)"l[1/12, -~]L[ [1/11, -~]Lo[1/J2/]](s,x)lk 
(s,x)E[O,t)xR3 

~ C sup (s)" L 11813 L[ [1/11, -~]Lo[1/12!]](s) :L2(fh)ll 
sE[O,t) 1!319+3 

~ C(<P,.,(t) llf(t) :Nk+3(v, K)ll + 11/(0) :Nk+2(v, 0)11), 

thanks to ( 4.4). Since the second term can be handled similarly, we get 

(4.6) (t + lxl)<i>v-1(t, x)l£2[/](t, x)lk 

~ C(<P,.,(t) llf(t):Nk+3(v,K)II + llf(O):Nk+2(v,K)II). 

Next we consider L3[j]. First we derive 

(4.7) (t)" L 11813 L[ (1 -1/12)/]](t) :£2(04)11 
li31:5m 

~ Cllf(t) :Nm-1(v, K)ll· 

Using (3.15) as ito= 0, 'Y = v, the left-hand side is estimated by 

C sup (1 + s)" L ll8a((1 -1/12)/)(s) :£2(0)11 
O$s$t lal$m-1 

~ C sup (1 + s)" sup 1/(s,x)lm-1, 
0$s$t xEfl3 

which implies ( 4. 7), since lxl is strictly positive by the assumption 0 E 0. 
By the Sobolev inequality we get from (3;9) and (4.7) 

Hence £ 3[/] has the desired bound, since supp£3[/](t, ·) c 04. 
Next we estimate L4[f]. Using (3.19) as c = 0, 0 < v ~ 2 and K > 1, 

we have from (3.10) 

(t + lxl)<i>v-1(t,x)IL4[/](t,x)lk 

~ Cll [1/13, -~]£[(1 -1/12)/](t) :Mk(v, K; 0)11 

+CII [1/13, -~]£[(1 -1/12)/](0): Mk-1 (v, o; 0)11-

Since the first term can be estimated by 

C sup (s)" L 11813 £[(1 -1/12)/](s) :£2(04) II 
sE[O,t) li3l$k+3 
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and the second term is also estimated similarly, we get from ( 4. 7) 

(4.9) (t + lxl)(i;v-l(t, x)IL4[f](t, x)lk 

~ C(llf(t) :Nk+2(11, K;)ll + llf(O) :NkH(II, K;)ll). 

Thus (2.7) follows from (4.5), (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9). 
Secondly we prove (2.8). It is easy to see from (3.22) that the first 

term on the right-hand side of (3.2) has the desired bound. Moreover, 
it follows from (4.5), (4.8) that L![J] and L3[f] have the desired bound, 
since suppLj [!] ( t, ·) are bounded for j = 1, 3 and <I>"' ( t) ~ <I> p( t). 

Next we consider L2[f]. Using (3.20) as c = 0, 0 < 11 ~ 2 and K; > 1, 
we get 

(x)(t -lxl)vi8L2[f](t, x)lk 

~ Cll [1/12, -~]L[ [1/11, -~]Lo[1/12f]](t) :Mk+l(ll, K;; 0)11 

+CII [1/J2, -~]L[ [1/11. -~]Lo[1/12!]](0) :Mk(ll + 1, o; O)ll· 

Therefore, we see from ( 4.4) that L 2 [!] has the desired bound, as before. 
Finally, we estimate L4[j]. Using (3.20) as c = 0, 0 < 11 ~ 2 and 

K; > 1, we get 

(x)(t -lxl)vi8L4[f](t,x)lk 

~ Cll [1/13, -~]L[(1 -1/12)!](t) :MkH(II, K;; 0)11 

+CII [1/13, -~]L[(1 -1/12)!](0): Mk(ll + 1, o; O)ll· 

By virtue of ( 4. 7), we find that L 4 [!] has the desired bound, as before. 
Thus we have shown (2.8). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

§5. Application 

The aim of this section is to apply the uniform pointwise decay 
estimates given by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the mixed problem to the 
quasilinear wave equation: 

(5.1) (8[- ~)u = F(au, 'lx8u), (t,x) E (O,oo) X n, 
(5.2) u(t,x) = 0, (t,x) E (O,oo) X 80, 

(5.3) u(O,x)=c:¢(x), 8tu(O,x)=t:1/J(x), xED, 

where c: is a positive parameter, ¢, 1/1 E C8"(0) and 

(5.4) F(8u, V x8u) 
3 3 

= 2:: Aa,b,c(8au)(8b8cu) + 2:: Ba,b(8au)(8bu) 
a,b,c=O a,b=O 
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with real constants Aa,b,c and Ba,b satisfying Aa,o,o = 0 and Aa,b,c = 
Aa,c,b for all a, b and c. 

When we consider the corresponding Cauchy problem, we can eval
uate the generalized derivatives r"u in the energy norm without any 
essential difficulty, thanks to the commutator relations ( 2.1). On the 
contrary, it is not so simple to do that any more in the mixed problem, 
because we have a boundary term in the integration by parts argument 
which may cause some loss of the derivatives. For this reason, we es
timate a"u and r"u in the energy norm separately and improve the 
estimate for r"u step by step (recall that r contains spatial rotation 
fields 0;1 which does not preserve the boundary condition (5.2)). More 
precisely, we shall try to evaluate the quantity e(T) defined by (5.6) 
below. 

In this way, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 5.1. Let F(au, Y'x8u) take the form of (5.4) and let¢, 
1/J E Cff (Q) satisfy the compatibility condition to infinite order for the 
d'Alembertian equation in n. Then there exist positive constants Eo, 
C such that for all E E (0, Eo) the mixed problem (5.1)-(5.3) admits a 
unique solution u E c=([o, Tc:) X n) and its lifespan Tc; satisfies 

Tc: ~ exp(CE- 1). 

Moreover, for (t,x) E [O,exp(CE- 1)) X n we have 

(5.5) 

Remark 5.2. As is already mentioned in the introduction, this 
result was proved by [13] for the semilinear case and by [14] for the 
star-shaped obstacles. We underline that our argument below gives a 
unified proof for these results without using the scaling vector fields 
S = tat+ x · V' x and that the pointwise estimate (5.5) shows that the 
derivatives of the solution have the O(r 1 ) decay with an additional 
O((t- lxl)- 1 ) decay or O(lxl- 1 ) decay according to the region. Be
sides, our approach is also applicable to the system of wave equations 
with multiple speeds as are the works of [13, 14], since both arguments 
do not involve the Lorentz boost fields. 

We remark that in order to get a global existence theorem, we need 
algebraic condition on the nonlinearity called "null condition" in general, 
due to John [8]. Assuming the "null condition", Metcalfe, Nakamura 
and Sogge [20] proved the existence result for multiple speed systems of 
quadratic, quasilinear wave equations in exterior domains. Recently, we 
find an alternative proof of their result based on the approach below with 
suitable modification. This type of result will appear elsewhere ([10]). 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since the existence of the local solution for the 
mixed problem (5.1)-(5.3) has been shown by [23], what we need to do 
for showing the large time existence of the solution is to derive suitable 
a-priori estimates. For simplicity, we consider only the semilinear case, 
namely Aa,b,c = 0 for all a, band c in (5.4), since the general case can be 
treated analogously. Besides, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that 0 C B 1 (0) by the scaling. We denote the generalized Sovolev norm 
by llv:H,:n(D)II = Lial~m llf"'v:£2 (!1)11 and define 

(5.6) e(T) = sup. (x)(t -lxl) l8u(t,x)IN 
(t,x)E[O,T)x!l 

+ sup ( L 118"'8u(t):L2 (!1)11 + (t)- 1/ 2 ll8u(t):H;N- 1 (!1)11 
tE[O,T) I<>I$2N 

+ log- 11~(2 + t) ll8u(t) :H;N-8 (!1)11 + ll8u(t) :H;N-15 (!1)11). 

Our goal is to show that for N::;:: 21, 0 < c: :<::: 1 

(5.7) e(T) :<::: Co(c: + D(T)), 

where C0 is a universal constant, independent ofT, and we put 

(5.8) D(T) = (log(2 + T)e(T) 3 ) 112 + log(2 + T)e(T) 2 . 

1st Step. On the energy estimate for the derivatives in time. 
First we set 

E(u;t) = ~ r {l8tu(t,x)l 2 + IY'xu(t,x)l 2 }dx. 
2 lo 

By the boundary condition (5.2) we have alu(t, x) = 0 (j = 0, 1, ···)for 
all (t, x) E (0, T) X an. Therefore we find 

! E(iJlu; t) = fo iJl F(8u)(t, x) iJl+ 1u(t, x)dx. 

Now, using l8u(t,x)IN :<::: C(t)- 1e(T), we get 

j 

.!!_E(iJlu;t)::::: C(t)- 1e(T) L r l8f8u(t,x)lliJl+ 1u(t,x)ldx 
dt . k=O lo 

2N 

:<::: C(t)- 1e(T) L 118f8u(t) :£2 (!1)11 2 

k=O 

:::;: C(t)-1e(T)3 
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for all j with j = 0, 1, · · · , 2N. Thus we obtain 

2N 

(5.9) L IIBt8u(t) :L2 (0)11 ::; C(c: + (log(2 + T)e(T)3 ) 112 ) 

j=O 

for t E [0, T). 
2nd Step. On the energy estimate for the space-time derivatives. 

Since the spatial derivatives do not preserve the the boundary con
dition (5.2), we make use of the following elliptic regularity: Let m be 
an integer with m::;:: 2 and v E Hm(O) n Hv(O). Then we have 

for lad = m. Here Hv(O) is the completion of C0 (0) with respect to 
the Dirichlet norm IIY'xv:L2 (0)11· 

Based on the above estimate, we shall show 

(5.11) IIB~qiu(t) :L2 (0)11 

::; C(c: + (log(2 + T) e(T)3 ) 112 + e(T)2 ) 

for all (j, a) such that 1 ::; j + Ia I ::; 2N + 1, by the inductive argument. 
It is clear that (5.11) follows from (5.9) when j + lal = 1. 

Next we let l be an integer with l ::; 2N and suppose that (5.11) 
holds for 1 ::; j +Ia! ::; l. Let j + lal = l + 1. When (j, lal) = (l + 1, 0), 
(l, 1), (5.11) follows from (5.9). While, when j = l +1-m, Ia I = m (2::; 
m::; l + 1), (5.10) yields 

IIB~qiu(t): L 2 (0)11 

::; C(II~Btu(t) :Hm-2 (0)11 + IIV' xafu(t) :L2 (0)11). 

Since 0 ::; j ::; l - 1 ::; 2N- 1, we see from (5.9) that the second term 
has the desired bound. On the other hand, using (5.1), the first term is 
estimated by 

since j = l +1-m. Moreover, the second term is evaluated by 

Gl8u(t,x)IN L ll8a8u(t):L2 (0)11::; Ce(T) 2 , 

[a[::;2N-l 

since (m- 2) + (l +1-m)= l-1 ::; 2N -1. (Notice that we obtain the 
same estimate even if F contains the second derivatives.) In conclusion, 
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we have 

11a~a!+1-mu(t): L2 (n)ll ~ Clla!+3-mu(t) :Hm-2 (n)ll 

+C(c + (log(2 + T) e(T)3 ) 112 + e(T) 2) 

for lal = m and 2 ~ m ~ l + 1. Now, if we vary m from 2 to l + 1, 
then we can evaluate the first term on the right-hand side by using the 
assumption of the induction step by step. Indeed, for example, the case 
m = 2 is reduced to the case (j, Ia I) = (l + 1, 0), the case m = 3 is 
to (j, lal) = (l, 0), (l, 1), and the case m = 4 is to (j, lal) = (l- 1, 0), 
(l - 1, 1), (l - 1, 2). Therefore, (5.11) is valid for all (j, a) such that 
1 ~ j + lal ~ 2N + 1. 

Thus we find from (5.11) that 

(5.12) L 118'''au(t) :L2(n)ll ~ C(c + D(T)) 
I<>I~2N 

holds fort E [0, T). Here D(T) is given by (5.8). 
3rd Step. On the energy estimate for the generalized derivatives. 

It follows from (2.1) that 

!!:_E(f"'u;t) = { f"'F(au)(t,x)atf"'u(t,x)dx 
dt ln 

+ r II. 'V xf"'u(t, x) atr"'u(t, x)dS, lan 
where II = ll(x) is the unit outer normal vector at X E an and dS is the 
surface measure on an. Since lau(t,x)IN ~ C(t)-1e(T), the first term 
on the right-hand side is estimated by 

C(t)-1e(T) L 11r13au(t) :L2(n)ll 2 

1!31~1<>1 

when lal ~ 2N- 1. On the other hand, since an c B1(0), we have 
lf"'u(t, x)l ~ C l:::IJ3I~Ialla!3u(t, x)l for all (t, x) E (0, T) x an. Moreover, 
by the trace theorem, we see that the second term is evaluated by 

Therefore we get 

c L 11a13au(t) :L2(n2)11 2. 
1!31~1<>1+1 

(5.13) ! E(f"'u; t) ~ C(t)-1e(T) 11au(t) :Hl"'1(n)ll 2 

+C L 11a13au(t) :L2(n2 )11 2. 
1!31~1<>1+1 
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First we shall show 

(5.14) (t)- 1/ 2118u(t) :H;N-1 (0)11:::; C(c: + D(T)) 

fort E [0, T). Since ll8u(t): H;N- 1 (0)11 :::; (t) 112e(T), by using (5.13) 
and (5.12), we get 

! E(r<>u; t):::; Ce(T)3 + C(c: + D(T)) 2 

for all o: with lo:l :::; 2N- 1. Hence 

E(f<>u; t) :::; Cc:2 + C (t)( e(T)3 + ( E + D(T) )2) 

:::; C(t)(c:2 + D(T) 2 ), 

which implies (5.14). 
Next we deduce 

(5.15) log- 112(2 + t) ll8u(t) :H;N-8 (0)11:::; C(c: + D(T)) 

fortE [0, T). To this end, we first prove 

(5.16) L ll8138u(t) :L2(02)II:::; C(t)- 112 (c: + D(T)). 
I/31:9N-7 

Observe that u(t, x) is decomposed as 

(5.17) u = c:K[¢, '1/Jl + L[F(8u)] in (0, T) X 0 

and that (3.15) yields 

(5.18) L II8138K[¢,1j;](t):L2(02)11:::; C(t)-v 
I/31:Sm 

for all v > 0 and non-negative integer m. Therefore, in order to show 
(5.16), it suffices to prove 

(5.19) L (t) 1/ 2 ll8aL[F(8u)](t):L2(02)11 
I<>I:S2N-6 

:::; C(c:2 + log(2 + t) e(T) 2), 

since 0 < E:::; 1. We see from (2.7) that (5.19) follows from 

(5.20) IIF(8u)(t) :N2N-3(1/2, 1)11 :::; Ce(T)2, 
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since q=;v_ 1 (t,x) is equivalent to (t)v-1 when x E 0 2. By (3.24) we get 

(5.21) 2: lxlif!38u(t,x)l::; CIIBu(t):H;N- 1(0)11 
I!3I:S2N-3 

::; C(t) 1/ 2 e(T). 

While, from (2.4) we have 

(5.22) l8u(t,x)IN::; C(t + r)- 1 W(t, r)-1 e(T). 

Since (5.21), (5.22) imply (5.20), we thus obtain (5.16). 
We now prove (5.15). Since ll8u(t): H;N - 8 (0) II ::; log112(2 +t) e(T), 

by using (5.16) and (5.13), we get 

d 
dt E(f"'u; t)::; C(t)-1 log(2 + t) e(T) 3 + C(t)-1(c + D(T))2 

for all a with lal ::; 2N - 8. Hence 

E(f"'u; t)::; Cc2 + Clog2(2 + t)e(T) 3 + Clog(2 + t) (c + D(T))2 

::; Clog(2 + t) (c2 + log(2 + t) e(T) 3 + D(T)2) 

::; C log(2 + t) (c2 + D(T)2), 

which implies (5.15). 
Next we deduce 

(5.23) ll8u(t) :H;N-15 (0)11 :S C(c + D(T)) 

fortE [0, T). To this end, it suffices to prove 

(5.24) 2: ll8!38u(t) :L2(02)II::; C(t)-v (c + D(T)) 
I!3I:S2N-14 

for v with 1/2 < v < 1. In fact, assuming this estimate and using 
IIBu(t):H;N- 15 (0)11::; e(T) and (5.13), we obtain 

! E(f"'u; t) ::; C(t) - 1 e(T) 3 + C(t) - 2v (c + D(T) )2 

for all a with lal ::; 2N- 15. Hence, by 2v > 1 we find 

E(f"'u; t)::; Cc2 + Clog(2 + t) e(T) 3 + C(c + D(T))2 

::; C(c2 + D(T)2 ), 

which implies (5.23). 
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Finally, we show (5.24). By (5.18) it is enough to prove 

L (t)v 118"' L[F(8u)](t) :L2(D2)II ~ C(E2 + D(T)). 
\a\S2N-13 

We see from (2. 7) that this estimate follows from 

(5.25) IIF(8u)(t) :N2N-1o(v, 1)11 ~ Ce(T) 2 , 

as before. It follows from (3.24) that 

li3\S2N-10 

~ Clog112 (2 + t) e(T). 

Combining this with (5.22), we get (5.25) for v < 1. Thus we find (5.24), 
hence (5.23). 

4th Step. On the pointwise decay estimates. 
We shall show 

(5.26) (x)(t- lxl)l8u(t, x)IN ~ C(E + D(T)) 

for (t, x) E [0, T) X n. In order to get this estimate, it suffices to prove 

(x)(t- lxi)I8L[F(8u)](t, x)IN ~ C(E2 + D(T)), 

thanks to (5.17) and (2.5). We see from (2.8) that the above estimate 
follows from 

(5.27) IIF(8u)(t) :NN+4(1, 1)11 ~ Ce(T) 2 . 

Observe that when N;::: 21, we have [(N +4)/2] ~ N, N +6 ~ 2N -15. 
Therefore, by (5.22) we get 

18u(t, x)I[(N+4)/2J ~ C(t + r)- 1 W(t, r)- 1 e(T). 

While, by (3.24) we obtain 

lxll8u(t,x)IN+4 ~ C118u(t):H;"+6 (D)II ~ Ce(T). 

From these estimates we arrive at (5.27), hence (5.26). 

Final Step. End of the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
It follows from (5.12), (5.14), (5.15), (5.23) and (5.26) that (5.7) 

holds for N ;::: 21 and 0 < E ~ 1. Now, we take a positive number M 
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to be M ~ 3C0 , e(O):::; Ms/2. Suppose that e(T):::; Ms. Then we find 
from (5. 7) that 

(5.28) e(T) :S: Cos+ (C0 (Mclog(2 + T)) 112 

+C0 Ms log(2 + T)) Ms. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume C0 ~ 1. Then, as long as T 
satisfies 

(5.29) C6Mclog(2 + T):::; 1/9 

for givens, we see from (5.28) that 

M 1 1 7 
e(T):::; 3 s + (:3 + g-)Ms = g-Ms <Ms. 

This means that the solution of the problem (5.1 )-(5.3) can be continued, 
provided (5.29) holds. Thus we have shown the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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